PRESS RELEASE
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9 Spanish Tanneries will be showcasing the most creative and trendy
articles for the forthcoming season, whilst 6 chemical and machinery
enterprises present their innovative and technological solutions to the
tanning industry
Hong Kong, 30th MARCH – 1st APRIL, 2016

Hong Kong’s leading and consolidated leather show continues to attract Spain’s top leather
exporters whilst new companies assess the growing importance of Asia Pacific as a strategic
market for expansion. The importance of Asia Pacific Leather Fair for the Spanish Tanning
industry is questionless.
Spain’s has shown that innovation, technology, research and development are key to their
success through the fashion world. Companies such as Curtidos Badia, Riba Guixá, Combalia,
Morera Pell, Inpelsa or Verdeveleno, renowned for their premium quality leathers and strategic
partnerships with international brands, shall be presenting their latest collections where colour,
texture, finishes are combined innovatively to highlight the intrinsic values of their articles.
The importance of the quality, its scarcity and exclusivity of Spanish skins and hides is also
present at Asia Pacific’s most international platform – APLF/MM&T, which attracts clients from all
over the world who seek, above all, a cuasi-perfect skin or hide, guaranteeing the quality and
exclusivity of the finished leather.
Inter Leather, one of Spain’s leading traders will be present for third consecutive year
At this latest edition of APLF/MM&T, 15 companies will be representing the Spanish sector in all
its strength, promoting above all creativity, innovation and quality.
For the exhibiting companies, APLF/MM&T is an interesting platform as the tendency of the Asia
Pacific markets is to purchase premium quality finished products and have shown great interest
in those companies that also supply key international fashion accounts.
Enjoying the international prestige and repercussion of APLF/MM&T Hong Kong, the Spanish
Tanners will be exhibiting an interesting collection of leather samples for the forthcoming SpringSummer season.
The location of the Spanish Pavilion continues to be held in Hall1E and the exhibiting tanneries
that will be showcasing their collections will be as follows:




Casas i Fills
Combalia
Curtidos Badia








Inpelsa
Inter Leather
Ledexport Group
Morera Pell
Riba Guixá
Verdeveleno

At Hall 1A four Spanish Chemical / machinery companies are also showcasing their expertise and
knowhow to the growing Asian Pacific market. The exhibiting companies are Cromatex, Igcar,
Leather Química, Olcina Group, Tecnica & Color and Texapel.
For further information, please contact Anna Garcia at anna-garcia@leather-spain.com

Barcelona, 21st of March 2016

